
Decisions, decisions:Knowledge goals in planningLouise PryorDepartment of Arti�cial Intelligence, University of Edinburgh,80 South Bridge, Edinburgh EH1 1HNlouisep@aisb.ed.ac.ukAbstract. Goals to acquire information, or knowledge goals, are common inthe real world but have been largely ignored in the �eld of classical planning.This paper argues that they arise out of the need to make decisions in anunpredictable world, and describes a planner, Cassandra, that embodies thisapproach. Previous work on knowledge goals has concentrated on logics thatcan be used to represent them; the use of these logics appears to be consistentwith the crucial rôle played by decisions in the construction of plans containingknowledge goals.1 IntroductionGoals to �nd things out are ubiquitous in everyday life, and we have many ways ofachieving them. We listen to the radio for the weather forecast and tra�c news, lookpeople up in address books and the telephone directory, and consult road maps andtrain timetables. We do all these things in order to acquire the information we need toperform our everyday tasks of getting from place to place and communicating with otherpeople as e�ciently as possible. Goals to acquire information, which are commonlytermed knowledge goals, were �rst discussed about twenty-�ve years ago by McCarthyand Hayes [12]. However, in spite of their long history in AI they have generallybeen ignored by researchers into plan construction, especially in the area of classicalplanning,1 which has long been the dominant theory. This paper starts by addressingthe question of how they arise: what is it about a planning problem that leads to thepresence of knowledge goals?Knowledge goals have been ignored in the area of classical planning because they arerendered irrelevant by the assumptions on which classical planning systems are based.These systems are designed to construct a plan, or sequence of actions, that will achievea speci�ed goal from given initial conditions. The plans are constructed in advance andspecify fully all the actions that are to be performed by the agent that executes them(which may not be the agent that constructs them). One of the chief concerns ofrecent research in this area has been to �nd algorithms that are provably complete andcorrect [2, 11]. The desire for these properties has led to the development of systemsthat rely on three crucial assumptions about the worlds in which they operate:Simplicity: it is possible to know everything about the world that might a�ect the1The term is due to Wilkins [24].



agent's actions;Stasis: there will be no changes in the world except those caused by the agent's actions;Certainty: the agent's actions have deterministic results.Were these assumptions valid, knowledge goals would never arise: the planner wouldalways already know everything that it needed to know. Of course, there are few naturalworlds in which the classical assumptions hold up. Most natural environments displaythe following characteristics:Complexity: it is impossible to know everything;Dynamism: changes occur as a result of the actions of other agents or of naturalphenomena;Uncertainty: the agent cannot be sure what the results of its actions will be.Environments with these characteristics are in many respects unpredictable. Anagent constructing plans in such an environment may lack information at the time ofplan construction that will be needed at the time of plan execution. Information maybe lacking either because it is in principle unavailable, for example if it depends on theactions of another agent, or simply because the agent constructing the plan doesn'thappen to have the relevant knowledge. Knowledge goals are therefore common in suchenvironments.In this paper I shall argue that, in an unpredictable environment, knowledge goalsarise out of the need to make decisions during plan execution, and that this viewprovides a framework that accounts for knowledge goals resulting from both types ofmissing information. The next section describes the rôle of decisions and knowledgegoals in planning. Section 3 decribes a plan construction system, Cassandra, whosedesign is based on these ideas. Section 4 discusses related work on knowledge goals.2 Decisions and knowledge goalsAn agent needs all sorts of information about the world in which it operates. It needsinformation both to perform mundane actions and to execute complex plans. Forexample, to make a bowl of cereal in the morning you need to know whether thecereal packet is in the cupboard or on the counter top; whether there is a bowl in thedraining rack or whether to take one out of the cupboard; where to �nd the milk inthe fridge; when you pour the cereal and milk into the bowl you must watch the levelto stop it overowing. Similarly, to travel from Chicago to London you need to knowwhere the airport bus stops; what it looks like; when it arrives at the airport; whichterminal your ight leaves from; which desk to check in at; which departure gate to goto; where your seat is; and so on.2.1 Planning and decisionsThis need for information arises because no action that an agent intends to performcan be completely speci�ed without knowledge of the state of the world in which it willbe carried out. How far you stretch your arm to reach the cereal packet depends onwhere the packet is; the steps you take between the check-in desk and the departuregate depend on the layout of the airport and the whereabouts of the other peoplemoving around it. The e�ects of actions depend on the circumstances in which theyare performed. For example, the amount of cereal in the packet determines how much



cereal comes out when you tip it; whether a vehicle that you ag down is a taxi or aprivate car determines whether it will take you to the airport; whether the immigrationo�cial lets you into the country depends on whether the document you present is avalid passport.An agent that uses a plan to achieve a goal is deciding in advance which of its goalsit should pursue, what actions will achieve those goals, and when the actions should beperformed. As Collins has pointed out, it is e�ectively deciding on a course of actionthat will achieve the chosen goal [5]. The agent makes these decisions on the basis ofinformation that it has at the time that it chooses a plan. For example, you mightdecide to make a bowl of cereal on the basis of a number of beliefs, including the beliefthat you have a bowl, the belief that there is cereal in a packet in the cupboard, andthe belief that there is milk in the fridge. To make a plan, an agent must thereforehave the necessary information on which to base these decisions. You cannot planto make a bowl of cereal if you have no idea whether you have a bowl or not, or ifyou are totally ignorant of the location of any milk. You could, of course, take anincremental approach: �nd out whether you have a bowl, and if you do take it to thetable, �nd out whether you have cereal, and if so pour some into the bowl, and so on.In this case you cannot plan ahead to make the bowl of cereal because you lack thenecessary information, but you can acquire the necessary information as you performthe necessary actions. The important point is that when planning for a goal you canonly use the information available at the time of planning.One of the di�culties of using plans in an unpredictable world is that it may beimpossible to make all the necessary decisions in advance. The information needed tomake some of these decisions may simply not be available at the time a plan is chosen.For example, you cannot predict the movements of all the other people who will bein the airport at the same time as you, so you cannot decide in advance on the exactsteps you will take on your route from the check-in desk to the departure gate. Whenconstructing its plans, the agent must therefore be able to recognise those decisions thatmust be deferred owing to the lack of information. When executing its plans, it must beable to make those decisions on the basis of the information that it has acquired sincethe planning process took place. In e�ect, the agent must interleave plan constructionand plan execution.Information is therefore required during plan execution in order to make the deci-sions that could not be made when the plan was constructed.2 If all decisions could bemade in advance, no further information requirements would arise during plan execu-tion and there would be no need for knowledge goals. We can thus see why knowledgegoals are not treated by classical planners: the very premise of classical planning is thatall decisions can be made in advance.A planner that lacks information and that therefore cannot construct a detailedplan for its goal need not abandon its plan altogether. Instead, it can construct a planthat includes provision for making the decisions that cannot be made when the plan isconstructed: in other words, it can defer some of the decisions. Such plans must alsoprovide for the acquisition of the information that will be needed to make the deferreddecisions. The presence of knowledge goals in these plans is thus due to the presenceof deferred decisions.2It is also required in order to recognise when the decisions that were made during plan constructionwere wrong, and when decisions arise the need for which was not foreseen during plan construction.These issues are discussed further in [19].



2.2 Knowledge preconditionsThe traditional view of knowledge goals is that they are subgoals of direct actions.McCarthy and Hayes were the �rst to discuss them; their classic example is that ofneeding to know the combination in order to open a safe [12]. They formalise thisnotion in the situation calculus by introducing the function idea-of-combination whichrepresents a person's idea of a given safe's combination. The representation of theaction of opening a safe must include a representation of the combination to be used;McCarthy and Hayes argue that the combination to be used should be one's idea ofthe combination, and that the action will succeed if one's idea is in fact correct, inother words if idea-of-combination(person, safe, situation) = combination(safe). Thisformalisation, if used in a planner, would then lead to a knowledge goal to have anaccurate idea of the safe's combination.Moore argues that the knowledge preconditions for an action, such as opening a safe,arise because of the need to know what action to take [14]. An agent could, for example,know that dialling the combination of the safe would have the desired e�ect, but stillnot know what to do if the combination is unknown. Moore's approach to this problemis to use the concept of a rigid designator from possible worlds theory; he equates anagent's knowledge of what action to perform with the possession of rigid designators forthe parameters of that action. Haas claims that Moore's approach is inadequate [10]:he says \there is no apparent reason why having a name that denotes the same objectin all possible worlds should help you to perform an action." Instead, Haas proposes anapproach using a syntactic theory of belief, in which the achievement of knowledge goalsenables an agent to perform the relevant action. Morgenstern presents a formalism ofaction and planning in which the essential argument is again that an agent must in somesense know the parameters of the actions to be performed [15]. She, like Moore, takesa semantic approach using designators. All three concentrate on the representationalissues involved in the problem of how an agent can determine that it can execute anaction, or indeed a complete plan, and ignore the problem of how such plans can beconstructed. Both Haas and Morgenstern, although using very di�erent approaches,overcome many of the inadequacies of Moore's treatment.It is notable that although Haas, Moore and Morgenstern all formalise the the notionof knowing the combination of a safe, say, as having e�ective parameters for the actionof opening a safe, they all also appear to accept the intuition that the need to knowthe combination is simply a precondition of the action. Although their descriptions ofknowledge goals as preconditions for actions ignore decisions, their formalisms are thusnot inconsistent with the view presented in this paper that knowledge goals arise out ofthe need to decide exactly what actions to perform. This view provides a viable basisfor the construction of plans containing knowledge goals, as we shall see in Section 3.The unpredictability of the world may manifest itself as an inability to decide inadvance exactly how to perform an action | for example, at exactly what angle to holdthe milk over the cereal bowl | or as an inability to decide in advance what actionsto perform | for example, whether to have cereal or toast for breakfast. However,there is no essential di�erence between the two forms of unpredictability. The dividingline between specifying the parameters of a single primitive action and specifying whatactions should be included in a particular course of action is not hard and fast, butdepends on the granularity of the representation. For example, the reasons for notknowing at what angle to hold the milk | because you don't know how much thereis left in the carton | are similar to those for not knowing whether to have cereal or



toast | because you don't know how much food there is in the kitchen. At one levelyou are simply �nding the value for the angle parameter in the pour-milk(angle, time)action, while at another level you are simply �nding the value for the food parameterin the prepare-breakfast(food) action.The explicit consideration of decisions and the resulting knowledge goals allows thisexibility. To return to McCarthy and Hayes's safe example, the decision of whatactions to perform in order to open a safe should be treated in the same way as thedecision of what safe to open, or even whether to open a safe or go to the bank. In anunpredictable world it may well be impossible to tell in advance what the best methodof obtaining cash will be; the decision of how to achieve that particular goal must bepostponed until the circumstances under which the agent will be operating are known.In principle, this decision is exactly the same as the decision of whether to turn thedial on the safe to the left or the right; until the agent knows the safe combination, itcannot decide what actions it should perform.The use of decisions also accounts for the example of the burglar who plans to breakinto a house and then open the safe. There are at least two methods that the burglarmight use to open the safe:� Search the desk for a piece of paper on which is written the combination, andthen dial the �gures indicated on the piece of paper;� Use a stethoscope to listen to the tumblers and thus discover the combination.This example shows the di�culty of viewing knowledge goals as direct preconditions ofactions, as it appears not to be necessary to know the combination of the safe in orderto open it. In the second case the burglar opens the safe by using the combinationbut without knowing it in advance. Instead of deciding what actions to perform inturning the dial on the basis of knowledge of what the combination is, the decisionprocedure used in the �rst case, she decides what actions to perform on the basis of theinformation she acquires by listening to the tumblers. However, the actions actuallyperformed, expressed as a sequence of clockwise and anti-clockwise turns of the dial,are the same in both cases. The di�erence between the cases is not in the actual actionsperformed, and certainly not in their preconditions, but is in the procedures used todecide on the actions, and in the resulting knowledge goals.3 Planning for knowledge goalsStraightforward classical planners have no knowledge goals, for reasons explained ear-lier. Recently, however, several attempts have been made to extend the use of classicalplanning techniques by relaxing some of the basic assumptions. In particular, the �eldof contingency planning3 has experienced something of a renaissance. The issues ofcontingency planning were �rst addressed in the seventies by Warren [23], but weremore or less ignored from then until recently [8, 18, 22, 7].Contingency planning is necessary when the planner's knowledge of the world isincomplete, as is the case in most real world domains. A contingency plan allows formore than one possible course of action: in other words, contingency plans branch. Thebranch that should be followed depends on the circumstances that obtain when the planis executed | it is because these circumstances cannot be predicted that a contingency3The use of this term instead of the more common conditional planning avoids confusion withplanners that use conditional e�ects (a.k.a. context-dependent e�ects).



plan is necessary. By their very nature, contingency plans must include provision forgathering information during plan execution; in other words, if knowledge goals ap-pear at all in the process of plan construction, they will appear in the construction ofcontingency plans.This section describes Cassandra,4 a contingency planner that uses explicit deferreddecisions in its plans and in which knowledge goals arise as a result of these decisions.This use of explicit decisions provides several signi�cant advantages over other con-tingency planners, not least of which is the natural way in which knowledge goals areintegrated into its plans.3.1 CassandraCassandra is a member of the family of partial order planners derived from McAllisterand Rosenblitt's snlp [11]. It is based on Penberthy and Weld's ucpop which extendsthe basic snlp algorithm to handle context-dependent e�ects5 and a limited form ofuniversal quanti�cation [17]. Cassandra, like ucpop, represents actions using modi�edstrips operators, each de�ned by the preconditions for executing an action and thee�ects that may become true as a result of executing it [9]. For each possible e�ectthere is in addition an associated set of secondary preconditions, which specify theconditions under which the action will have that e�ect [16].The use of secondary preconditions is critical to Cassandra's ability to representuncertain e�ects. It does so by assigning them unknowable preconditions, constructedusing the pseudo-predicate :unknown. Unknowable preconditions carry two parameters,one designating a particular source of uncertainty (e.g., an instance of a coin toss),the other a particular possible outcome of that uncertainty (\heads"). The followingpropositions are assumed:1. Each outcome of a given source of uncertainty has a unique name;2. Di�erent outcomes of a given uncertainty are mutually exclusive;3. The set of named outcomes is exhaustive.These assumptions license two critical judgments that Cassandra must be able to make:(1) that two actions or e�ects may not co-occur because they depend upon di�erentoutcomes of the same uncertainty, and (2) that a goal will necessarily be achieved by aplan, because it will be achieved for every possible outcome of every relevant uncertainty.Planning under uncertainty, unlike conventional planning, requires the planner tobuild plan segments that may or may not be executed, depending on the contingenciesthat are encountered. Keeping track of which elements of the plan are relevant un-der various contingencies requires e�ective bookkeeping, which Cassandra accomplishesthrough a system of labelling. Labels are propagated over actions, e�ects, and goals inthe plan to indicate both the contingencies in which these elements play a rôle, and thecontingencies with which they are compatible. Note that these are two di�erent issues:a plan element may be compatible with a contingency, in that it does not interfere withthe achievement of any goals in that contingency, without actually helping to establishthem.Cassandra does not construct a contingency plan until it encounters an uncertainty.Until this point, it proceeds in much the same manner as other planners in the snlp4Cassandra was a Trojan prophet who was fated not to be believed when she accurately predictedfuture disasters.5Following [3].



family, using a means-ends analysis involving the alternation of two processes: planningfor open subgoals and avoiding bad interactions.6 An uncertainty is introduced into aplan when a subgoal in the plan is achieved by an uncertain e�ect, i.e., an e�ect with anunknowable precondition. Cassandra thus notices an uncertainty when its current planbecomes dependent upon a particular outcome of that uncertainty. In e�ect, the planthat it has built so far becomes a contingency plan for that uncertain outcome. To builda plan that is guaranteed to succeed, Cassandra must also construct contingency plansfor all other possible outcomes of the uncertainty as well. This means splitting the planinto a set of branches, one for each possible outcome of the uncertainty. Cassandratherefore labels the components in the existing plan to show that they depend on aparticular outcome of the uncertainty, and introduces a new set of goals for each otherpossible outcome. The plan is thus not complete until all the goals are achieved in everypossible outcome. This procedure is repeated whenever an uncertainty is encountered.Once an uncertainty has been encountered, and plan branches have been introduced,every new component (action or causal link) that is introduced into the plan is relevantonly in some branches. Each component is therefore labelled with the contingencies inwhich it facilitates goal achievement (these labels propagate backwards from the goals)and the contingencies in which it hinders goal achievement (these labels propagateforwards towards the goals). The latter type of labels are introduced when an unsafelink is detected: a causal link that is threatened by another e�ect (the clobberer) inthe plan. There are two standard methods for resolving an unsafe link in planners inthe snlp family: separate the clobberer and the unsafe link by adding codesignationconstraints ensuring that they don't unify; or reorder the actions in the plan to ensurethat the clobberer occurs outside the range of the link. The �rst of these methods isextended in Cassandra: another method of separating the clobberer from the unsafe linkis to ensure that they only occur in di�erent contingencies, resulting in plan componentsbeing labelled with contingencies in which they may not occur.3.2 Decisions in CassandraWhen an agent executes a branching plan, it must at some point decide which branchto take. Rather than treating this decision as an explicit part of the plan, previouswork has in e�ect simply assumed that the agent will execute those steps that areconsistent with the contingency that actually obtains [23, 18]. However, in order toknow which contingency holds during execution, an arbitrarily large amount of workmay be necessary in order to gather the information on which the decision is based [19].For the plan to be viable the planner must �rst be able to ensure that it will be in aposition to make the decision; and second guarantee that the steps required to gatherinformation do not conict with those required to carry out the rest of the plan. Themost straightforward approach to this problem is to treat decisions as explicit plansteps, along with the actions to acquire and evaluate information that support thedecision-making procedure. By doing this it can make use of its existing mechanismsfor achieving preconditions and avoiding conicts.Cassandra, in contrast to previous planners, adds an explicit decision step eachtime it introduces a new branch into a plan. It is added to the plan along with orderingconstraints ensuring that it occurs after the step with which the uncertainty is associatedand before any step with a subgoal the achievement of which depends upon a particularoutcome of the uncertainty.6Cassandra's algorithm is described in [22].



For a decision step to be operational, there must be an e�ective procedure by whichthe agent executing the plan can determine which decision to make. In Cassandra,the action of deciding which contingency to execute is modelled as the evaluation of aset of condition{action rules. Each decision step has associated with it a set of rules,derived from an analysis of the uncertainty that led to the introduction of the newbranch, representing the decision procedure that will be used to determine whetherthat branch should be performed when the plan is executed. The action of decidingwhich contingency to execute is thus modelled in Cassandra as the evaluation of a setof condition{action rules of the form:If condition1 then contingency1If condition2 then contingency2If condition3 then contingency3: : :The executing agent can then make the decision as to which branch to pursue byevaluating these rules when it comes to the decision step in the course of executingthe plan. Since the intended e�ect of evaluating the decision-rules is to choose theappropriate contingency given the outcome of a particular uncertainty, the conditionsare e�ectively meant to be diagnostic of particular outcomes of the uncertainty. Theagent cannot, of course, directly determine the outcome of an uncertainty, so it mustinfer it from the presence or absence of e�ects that depend upon that outcome.The most straightforward approach to constructing the antecedent conditions of adecision-rule would be to analyse the plan operators to identify all the e�ects that couldbe expected to result from a given outcome of the uncertainty, and make the antecedentbe the conjunction of these e�ects. However, this turns out to be overkill. In fact, itis necessary only to verify that the contingency plan can actually succeed.7 It is thusonly necessary to check for those e�ects of a given outcome of an uncertainty that areactually used to establish preconditions in the contingency associated with that outcome.The antecedent condition of the decision-rule constructed by Cassandra is thus simplya conjunction of all the direct e�ects of a particular outcome that are used to establishpreconditions in the contingency plan for that outcome. Decision-rules are constructedincrementally as the plan is elaborated and e�ects are used to establish preconditions,as described in [22].In order to evaluate a decision-rule, the executing agent must be able to determinewhether the rule's antecedent holds. The preconditions for the decision step mustthus include goals to know the current status of each condition that appears as anantecedent of a rule in this condition. The preconditions of a decision step becomeopen subgoals in the plan in the same way as do the preconditions of any other step.In other words, Cassandra generates a set of goals to acquire the knowledge necessaryto evaluate the decision-rules. These knowledge goals then become preconditions of thedecision step, and are planned for in the same manner as any other subgoals in theplan. The knowledge goals in Cassandra's plans thus arise directly from the decisionsthat must be made in the course of their execution.The actual representation of knowledge goals in Cassandra is a variant of the syntac-tic approach proposed by Haas [10]. They are all of the form know-if(fact), where fact isone of the conjuncts in the antecedent of a decision-rule. This simple representation has7This has the interesting consequence that the executing agent might, in principle, end up selectinga contingency plan even though the outcome of the uncertainty were not the one with which that planwas associated. Notice that this would not cause a problem in the execution of the plan, since it wouldonly occur if all the conditions for the plan's success were met.



the advantage that if is very easy to recognise when another action in the plan poten-tially interferes with the achievement of a knowledge goal. Cassandra can therefore useits existing mechanisms to avoid conicts. This representation is adequate for the cur-rent version of Cassandra, in which all possible outcomes of any given uncertainty areknown. In general, Cassandra's representation, based as it is on strips-like operators,is less powerful than the logics proposed by either Haas or Morgenstern [10, 15].4 Related workThis section compares the treatment of knowledge goals in Cassandra to that in otherrecent contingency planners: SENSP [8], cnlp [18] and c-buridan [6, 7].4.1 How knowledge goals ariseCassandra is the �rst planner in which deferred decisions are represented as explicitactions in the plans that it constructs. Cassandra's knowledge goals arise speci�callyfrom the need to decide between alternative courses of action, as preconditions of thedecision actions.In SENSP, information-gathering actions are included in a plan in order to bindrun-time variables. Run-time variables are treated as constants whose values are notyet known: in Cassandra's terms, they can be seen as variables whose values dependon uncertain outcomes. In a sense, every run-time variable that appears in the planrepresents a knowledge goal. In other words, knowledge goals in SENSP arise only inresponse to the decision of what the parameters for an action should be, and not inresponse to the decision of what method to use.Cnlp's information-gathering actions are included in a plan whenever an actionwith uncertain e�ects occurs. This is necessary because the uncertainty is representedin the information-gathering action rather than in the action that actually producesthe uncertainty. Knowledge goals are thus not represented explicitly in cnlp. Thereis no way in cnlp to distinguish the need to know whether a particular plan branchwill work from the need to know the actual outcome of an uncertainty, as there is inCassandra.C-buridan's information-gathering actions are introduced into a plan as part of thebranching process. It appears they are not considered as achieving speci�c knowledgegoals: in the plans Draper et al . present there are no causal links from information-gathering actions to other subgoals in the plan [6, 7]. It is not clear whether c-buridancan construct plans in which several actions are required to distinguish between possibleoutcomes.Knowledge goals are thus not represented as arising explicitly from the need todecide between alternative branches of the plan in SENSP, cnlp, or c-buridan. Asa result, none of the three distinguishes e�ectively between sensing or information-gathering actions on the one hand, and decision making on the other. An importantreason for making this distinction is that a decision may depend on more than one pieceof information, each available through performing di�erent actions.In addition, separating information-gathering from decision-making provides a basisfor introducing alternative methods for making decisions. For example, an extension ofCassandra introduces a type of decision that directs the executing agent to perform allbranches resulting from a given source of uncertainty [4], which allows the construction



of plans that can succeed in situations in which there is no way of telling what theactual outcome is | for example, in Moore's \bomb in the toilet" problem (cited byMcDermott [13]). The explicit representation of di�erent methods for making decisionsis an important direction for future research.4.2 Achieving knowledge goalsInformation acquisition during plan execution is a goal-driven activity; the goals ariseas preconditions of the decisions that the agent must make. In fact, in these situationsinformation acquisition is a planning task [20, 21, 19]. The acquisition of informationshould not be given special treatment in planning, but should be treated as just anothertask to be accomplished. Cassandra's plans include steps to acquire information insupport of deferred decisions.All decisions have information preconditions that must be planned for and achievedin the same way as the preconditions of any other actions. The explicit treatmentof decisions thus demands the explicit treatment of the acquisition of information.The plans constructed by Cassandra include explicit decision actions, and also allowarbitrarily complex subplans to acquire information in support of those decisions.In Cassandra, planning for knowledge goals is thus fully general: this is a signi�-cant di�erence from other contingency planners. Actions that achieve knowledge goalscannot have preconditions in SENSP: this restriction is required in order to main-tain completeness [8]. This is a serious limitation. There is no reason to assume thatknowledge goals can always be achieved by a single action that has no preconditions.The confusion between the source of uncertainty and the observation of uncertain re-sults limits the ways in which knowledge goals can be achieved in cnlp: they must beachieved through special observation actions that specify the uncertain outcomes [18].Neither of these two systems allows fully general methods of information gathering inresponse to knowledge goals.C-buridan allows information-gathering actions to have fully general precondi-tions [7]. Moreover, these actions may be noisy: they are not guaranteed to produceaccurate results. For example, if a coin has landed heads up, an observe action mightproduce the result \heads" with a probability of 90% and the result \tails" with aprobability of 10%. In principle, Cassandra's information-gathering actions may haveuncertain e�ects in just the same way as other actions: however, because Cassandrais not a probabilistic planner it cannot reason about the reliability of evidence as c-buridan can. Both c-buridan and Cassandra allow a single action both to havecausal e�ects and to result in the gathering of information.5 ConclusionsThis paper has argued that knowledge goals arise out of the need to make decisions inan unpredictable world, and has presented a planner, Cassandra, that demonstrates thisapproach. Cassandra explicitly plans to make deferred decisions: decisions the need forwhich can be foreseen but that cannot be made in advance. Cassandra also plans toacquire the information that will be required to make these decisions: in Cassandra'splans, knowledge goals arise as subgoals of decision steps.There is a major issue that has not been addressed in this paper. Not all decisionscan be foreseen | the essence of an unpredictable world is that unexpected things will
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